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Thank You to:

U.S. Department of Education
FUND FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF 
POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION (FIPSE)



• Students come into the introductory physics course at 
the high school or college level with definite views (often 
wrong) about physics concepts based on their 
experiences.

• Physics education research shows that the vast majority 
of students leave a traditional introductory physics 
course with the same (incorrect) views, and little 
understanding of physics concepts.

• Research done in many forms (student interviews, open-
ended questions, short-answer questions, well-designed 
multiple choice questions) reaches the same conclusion.

• Result appears to be consistent for traditional methods 
of instruction, regardless of the skill of the instructor.

The Problem
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The Force and Motion Conceptual 
Evaluation (FMCE)-Research Based

• 47 multiple choice questions based on previous 
research using open-ended assessments and 
interviews.

• Questions asked in a number of different forms and 
contexts.  

• Makes possible tracking of student progress and 
persistence of conceptual learning during a course.

• Note: complete FMCE along with two journal articles 
on active learning are on the School CD.



Example: Natural Language Questions from the 
Force and Motion Conceptual Evaluation

A sled on ice moves in the ways described in questions 1-7 below.  Friction is so 
small that it can be ignored. A person wearing spiked shoes standing on the ice can 
apply a force to the sled and push it along the ice.  Choose the one force (A through 
G) which would keep the sled moving as described in each statement below.

E.

F.

G.

The force is toward the left and is 
decreasing in strength (magnitude).
The force is toward the left and is of 
constant strength (magnitude).
The force is toward the left and is 
increasing in strength (magnitude).

Direction of Force

A.

B.

C.

The force is toward the right and is  
increasing in strength (magnitude).
The force is toward the right and is of 
constant strength (magnitude).
The force is toward the right and is  
decreasing in strength (magnitude).

Direction of Force

D. No applied force is needed

Questions 1-7 describe different simple motions of the sled, e.g. 
moving toward the right at a steady velocity, moving toward the 
right and speeding up at a steady rate . . .



Not this kind of test . . .

Final Page of the Medical Boards . . .





“Underachiever . . .

and proud of it, man!”



The Proposed Solution . . .

Active Learning 
Environments

But, what is Active Learning?



And now for something different . . .

I will try to model active learning for you—make you 
the center of the learning process rather than 
lecturing to you . . .

In a mini-workshop of just four hours, I don’t 
expect to change the way you teach. But I hope 
you will consider changing to active learning 
strategies that have been research-validated.

My hope is that in the near future we can present 
an ICTP School on Active Learning in Physics.

because research shows that 
active learning is more effective for students!



An Example of Active Learning 

. . . adapted for 

Active Learning

An optics magic trick. . .





Reappearance of a Broken 
Test Tube

• I will crush a test tube into many pieces

• Then, with a magic fluid, a magic wand  
and the magic word:

“ICTP”
• I will make the tube whole again!



Discussion Questions for Optics
Magic: Reappearing Test Tube

1.How do you think that the test tube was made to reappear?

2.Why can you see a test tube in air or in water, but not in the magic 
fluid? What is special about the magic fluid?

3.What property of transparent media determines whether reflection
takes place at the boundary between them? What has to be true 
about this property for the two materials in order for reflection to take 
place?

4.What about the light that is transmitted through the test tube? How is it 
affected when the test tube is in the magic fluid and when the test 
tube is in air?



Characteristics of Passive vs. Active 
Learning Environments

Passive Learning Active Learning
Instructor’s role is authority. The physical world is the authority. 

Instructor’s role is guide.

Students' naïve beliefs not 
challenged.

Learning cycle: prediction/ 
observation/comparison. Challenges 
students’ beliefs.

Collaboration with peers often 
discouraged.

Collaboration and shared learning 
with peers is encouraged.

Experimental results are often 
presented as facts in lecture.

Results from real experiments are 
observed in understandable ways—
often in real time with 
microcomputer-based tools.

Laboratory work, if any, is used to 
confirm theories "learned" in lecture.

Laboratory work is used to learn 
basic concepts.
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One of the accomplishments of the 
Activity Based Physics Group has been 
a number of uses of technology to 
explore the physical world . . .

These tools are very nifty, but it is 
their careful design that has enabled 
significant changes in pedagogy. . . 

You will work hands-on with some of 
these tomorrow afternoon, and see 
others this afternoon.



Activity Based Physics Suite

RealTime Physics Laboratories (RTP)

Interactive Lecture Demonstrations (ILDs)

Workshop Physics

U of Maryland Tutorials

Explorations in Physics

Understanding Physics 

Physics with Video Analysis

• Published by John Wiley & Sons. 

• All based on same pedagogy, same learning cycle, same 
notation.

• Instructor chooses how to design his/her course by 
combining materials.   



Tomorrow afternoon you will work 
with activities from RealTime
Physics labs.

Yes, through the use of 
Interactive Lecture 

Demonstrations (ILDs)

For today, the question is can 
an active learning environment 
be created in a large (or small) 
lecture?



“Dr. Sokoloff, may I be excused?
My brain is full!”



Examples of
ILDs in Mechanics

• I will show you demonstrations and ask you to make 
INDIVIDUAL predictions on a Prediction Sheet. 

Note: Predictions are NEVER graded, but points may 
be awarded for attendance and participation. 

• Then I will ask you to discuss your predictions with your 
nearest neighbor(s).  See if your small group can reach 
a consensus on the correct prediction.

• Finally, I will do the demonstrations with the results 
displayed.  I will ask you to discuss what you observe 
with the whole group.
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Interactive Lecture Demonstrations (ILDs)
1. Describe the demonstration and do it for the class without 

results displayed.
2. Ask students to record individual predictions on the Prediction 

Sheet.
3. Have the class engage in small group discussions.
4. Elicit common student predictions from the whole class.
5. Ask each student to record final prediction on the Prediction 

Sheet (which will be collected).
6. Carry out the demonstration and display the results.
7. Ask a few students to describe the results and discuss them in 

the context of the demonstration. Students may fill out the 
Results Sheet.

8. If appropriate, discuss analogous physical situations with 
different "surface" features..  

This procedure is followed for each of the short lecture 
demonstrations in each ILD sequence.



Do students learn concepts 
from ILDs?



Post ILDs

74% Gain

FMCE Results



Choosing ILD Experiments
• Simple, single concept experiments that  

build on each other.

• Students must trust the apparatus and the 
results.

• Many of our most treasured lecture 
demonstrations are too complex for much 
learning to result. They could be broken 
down into smaller pieces, and presented as 
ILDs.



Characteristics of the Curricula 
that Make Them Effective

• Making predictions requires students to consider their beliefs 
before making observations of the physical world. The RTP
labs and ILDs build upon the knowledge that students bring 
into the course.

• With ILDs, the process of prediction, defending the prediction 
in a small group, and writing down the prediction engages 
students. They want to know the result of the demonstration. 

• The disequilibrium set up by the difference between 
prediction and observation inspires effective learning 
opportunities. 

• Student knowledge is constructed from observations of the 
physical world, thus building students’ confidence as 
scientists.



Modes of ILD Use
• Introduction of concepts.

• Review or clarification of concepts.

• In place of or in conjunction with lab 
activities that are difficult for students to 
carry out.





Example of Low-Tech
ILDs on Image Formation

• Research evidence shows that students don't 
understand that an infinite number of rays emanate 
from each point on an object, and that for a perfect 
lens, all rays from a single point on an object that 
are incident on the lens will be focused to the same 
point on the image.

• In these ILDs, two miniature light bulbs are used as 
two discrete object point sources of light.
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Do students learn with these 
ILDs?



Image Formation Questions from the 
Light and Optics Conceptual Evaluation

Lens

Stamp

Screen

Image of Stamp

Questions 1-6 refer 
to the picture on 
the right.  A stamp 
is placed to the left 
of the lens, and its 
image is formed on 
a screen to the 
right of the lens, as 
shown.

Choose the correct 
answer for each 
question.

Questions ask what will happen to the image if changes 
are made, e.g., block half the lens, block half the object, 
remove the lens . . .





51. In the picture below, the object is to the left of the 
lens, at a distance from the lens that is larger than 
the focal length.  The image is formed on a screen to 
the right of the lens as shown.  Four rays of light are 
shown leaving points on the object.  Continue those 
four rays through the lens to the screen.

focal point

object image on 
screen

lens

After traditional instruction 33% correct

After one lecture of ILDs 76% correct

64% normalized gain



ILDs Using a Personal 
Response System (Clickers)



Personal Response Systems have 
become ubiquitous . . .

• Quick assessment of student knowledge and 
understanding for just in time teaching (JITT).

• Student responses are anonymous and not influenced 
by peers.

• Easy assessment and record keeping of student 
attendance and participation.

• Instantaneous feedback to class to stimulate interest.

just about every 
physics department in the U.S. (including 
this one) has a system.

Useful Features



The question is, what are effective
(research validated) ways of using them 
to improve learning?



There are many commercial 
clicker systems--any will work

Advantages of i>clicker:

• Very easy to use. Easy to register 
students.

• No special formatting for questions. 
Screen image saved.

• Produces series of reports 
automatically, including attendance, 
all responses and analysis.

Disadvantages:

• Only five choices

• Not easy to paste student 
information into Excel.



To save students 
money, my 
department has 
purchased a set of 
clickers for use in 
many classes . . .

students pick up 
their assigned one 
at the beginning of 
lecture.



Modified ILD Procedure 
for Use with Clickers

1. Describe the demonstration and do it for the class 
without results displayed.

2. Ask students to record individual predictions with the 
clickers. Do not show histogram of class’s predictions.

3. Have the class engage in small group discussions.
4. Ask students to record individual predictions again with 

the clickers. Display the histogram of class’s 
predictions.

5. Carry out the demonstration and display the results.
6. Ask a few students to describe the results and discuss 

them in the context of the demonstration. Students may 
make notes on the demonstration in their notebooks.

7. If appropriate, discuss analogous physical situations 
with different "surface" features..



Note:

Predictions are made using clickers to choose from 
given choices, rather than  writing individual open-
ended answers . . .

. . . this is a very different activity for students. It is not 
obvious that clicker ILDs should be as effective as 
regular ILDs.

Here’s an example.





D

I>clicker Results After Traditional Instruction



D

Results After Small Group Discussions
. . . note effect of peer discussion



After 
Traditional 
Instruction

After Clicker
ILDs

59% Gain



51. In the picture below, the object is to the left of the 
lens, at a distance from the lens that is larger than 
the focal length.  The image is formed on a screen to 
the right of the lens as shown.  Four rays of light are 
shown leaving points on the object.  Continue those 
four rays through the lens to the screen.

focal point

object image on 
screen

lens

After traditional instruction 45% correct

After clicker ILDs 76% correct

Learning gains are still very dramatic!



Part II: Thursday, 15:00-17:30

We will meet in the Adriatico Informatics 
Lab on this floor, on the other side. Please 
be prompt, since our time will be tight.

Please be sure to bring the booklet, 
“Modern Methods of Teaching Physics”
that is in your packet.



The EndThe End



RealTime Physics (RTP): 
Active Learning Labs . . .

A series of lab modules that use computer-based 
tools to help students develop important physics 
concepts in an active learning environment while 
acquiring vital laboratory skills. 





Do students learn concepts 
from RealTime Physics Labs?






